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Abstract
Depth-Image-Based Rendering (DIBR) can synthesize a virtual view image from a set of multiview images and
corresponding depth maps. However, this requires an accurate depth map estimation that incurs a high compu-
tational cost over several minutes per frame in DERS (MPEG-I’s Depth Estimation Reference Software) even by
using a high-class computer. LiDAR cameras can thus be an alternative solution to DERS in real-time DIBR ap-
plications. We compare the quality of a low-cost LiDAR camera, the Intel Realsense LiDAR L515 calibrated and
configured adequately, with DERS using MPEG-I’s Reference View Synthesizer (RVS). In IV-PSNR, the LiDAR
camera reaches 32.2dB view synthesis quality with a 15cm camera baseline and 40.3dB with a 2cm baseline.
Though DERS outperforms the LiDAR camera with 4.2dB, the latter provides a better quality-performance trade-
off. However, visual inspection demonstrates that LiDAR’s virtual views have even slightly higher quality than
with DERS in most tested low-texture scene areas, except for object borders. Overall, we highly recommend using
LiDAR cameras over advanced depth estimation methods (like DERS) in real-time DIBR applications. Neverthe-
less, this requires delicate calibration with multiple tools further exposed in the paper.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Depth-image-Based-Rendering (DIBR) technology [7]
is widely used in end-to-end immersive autostere-
oscopy, promoting the continuous progress of 3D
computer vision applications [13] [14]. It uses multi-
views and their associated depth maps to synthesize a
realistic virtual view. MPEG-I (The Moving Picture
Expert Group Immersive) has specially introduced its
DIBR-based Reference View Synthesizer (RVS) [11],
which can support view synthesis in real-time with
a large baseline. However, as DIBR-based, RVS
performance is highly dependent on its input depth
maps quality.

DERS [15] can estimate high accuracy depth maps but
with a high computational cost due the complexity of its
algorithm, which remains a significant challenge for the
real-time application purpose. Additionally, low tex-
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ture regions of the image significantly reduce the algo-
rithm’s performance.

LiDAR-based RGB-D cameras currently play a signif-
icant role in the research field of computer vision [17].
Their high accuracy of depth map acquiring with the
low computational cost promotes the development of
real-time 3D applications [5]. Hence, using an RGB-D
camera, such as the Intel Realsense LiDAR L515 (here-
after LiDAR), can be considered an alternative solution
to DERS in real-time view synthesis applications.

Nonetheless, LiDAR’s depth maps are difficult to eval-
uate due to the depth sensor’s limitations to capture
non-reflective colors, absorbing materials, and objects
with light deflecting shapes [9]. Moreover, camera cal-
ibration and depth registration are required because the
captured depth map and its associated color image have
different resolutions and misalignment due to different
sensors’ (RGB and Depth) positions.

This paper proposes a method to evaluate the LiDAR
camera’s performance. Instead of assessing its depth
maps accuracy directly, we evaluate the quality of the
virtual view synthesized by RVS with depth maps and
their corresponding color images of the LiDAR, which
is precisely calibrated. We compare the quality of vir-
tual views, synthesized using the depth maps of LiDAR,
and the estimated one by DERS, respectively. In this
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Figure 1: Processing pipeline

comparison, we used the IV-PSNR virtual reality qual-
ity assessment metrics to evaluate their performance
gap. Based on the evaluation results, we has observed
the substantial trade-off between view synthesis perfor-
mance using RVS, given the depth map acquired by Li-
DAR and estimated depth map by DERS. The process-
ing pipeline is illustrated in Figure 1, which details are
explained in section 2 and 3.

2 OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESSING
PIPELINE

This section explains the processing pipeline illustrated
in Figure 1. We also give a brief introduction to DERS,
RVS, and our assessment measure IV-PSNR. The mo-
tivation and detailed procedure for camera calibration
and depth registration are provided separately in sec-
tion 3.

Figure 2: Acquisition system and 2D multiview config-
uration.

Acquisition
Before acquiring the test sequence for our evaluation of
depth map quality by DERS and LiDAR for view syn-
thesis, we have conducted a precise camera calibration,
which is one of the contributions to this paper (section
3). Once the LiDAR was calibrated, we have mounted
it on our acquisition robot to acquire a 2D dataset of
30x3 multiview color images and simultaneously reg-
istered their depth maps in real-time (Figure 2). The
color images are used in DERS for estimation of depth
maps and RVS for view synthesis.

Depth Estimation Reference Software
(DERS)
DERS is one of the state of art high quality depth esti-
mation software that have been promoted as reference
software in MPEG-I. The latest version is 9.0 [12]. The
main process of DERS is to estimate one depth map
from a sparse setup of multiple reference color images.
The algorithm includes two fundamentals steps.

Figure 3: Estimation of depth map using five reference
views.

(a) Calculate matching cost cube: DERS works in
depth or disparity estimation mode. For the sake of sim-
plicity, we consider the procedure to estimate dispari-
ties. The disparities can then be transformed into depth
maps using [1]. Disparity estimation is performed using
pair of images: The reference and the evaluation im-
age. Both images are registered in a preprocessing step.
Each pixel of the reference image corresponds to only
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an unknown pixel in the evaluation image. DERS per-
forms a Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) between
a patch around the pixel in the reference image and all
the patches centered on the corresponding epipolar line
in the evaluation image to find matching candidates.

This procedure gives rise for each pixel of the refer-
ence image to a cost function on all the possible dis-
parities along the epipolar line. Each cost function
per pixel is then stored in a cost cube with dimensions
width× height× cost. With the cost value varying be-
tween the minimum disparity and the maximum dispar-
ity. This procedure is performed between all images
and the reference image, and the resulting cost volumes
are merged and stored in a matching cost cube.

(b) Graph cut global optimisation: Selecting the best
cost for each pixel in the cost cube results in noisy depth
maps. Therefore, DERS performs a global optimization
technique known as Graph-cut [3] [4] to obtain the cost
cube’s optimal values. Furthermore, a smoothing map
is used to increase or decrease the cost of a cut between
the image’s pixels to consider if two pixels are on the
same object. This increases the optimization quality by
forcing close-by pixels to have similar depth values.

Figure 3 demonstrates one example of the DERS depth
map, which is estimated by using five reference (includ-
ing the target one in the center) color images. Subjec-
tively, the depth map’s quality is clean and sharp with-
out outliers. However, it is not accurate to conclude
before evaluating the quality of the virtual view synthe-
sized by RVS using the estimated depth map.

Reference View Synthesizer (RVS)
RVS and it’s real time extension RaVIS [2] is a DIBR-
based software developed in the context of MPEG-I
standardization activities. It has been designed to take
any number of reference images, with corresponding
depth maps, in any configuration and renders outputs
by interpolation and extrapolation. Using several refer-
ence images makes it more resistant to DIBR artifacts
such as ghosting (due to poor calibration) and disocclu-
sions (due to missing information in the input images).

IV-PSNR
For evaluating quality metrics of RVS output, we have
used IV-PSNR [6] which is a PSNR-based quality met-
ric, which defined by equation (1) and (2). IV-PSNR
takes YUV [16] (Y defines the luma component and
two chrominance components U-blue projection and V-
red projection) file as its input. On YUV images, the
IV-PSNR is the weighted mean on each component:,
where MAX is the maximum possible pixel value. Sim-
ilarly to the MSE, IV MSE is the mean of the squared
error IV E for each pixel p of the virtual view, where D

is a correction term taking into account the global color
difference between the virtual and reference image.

IV PSNRyuv = 10× log
(

MAX2

IV MSE

)
(1)

IV MSE =
H

∑
y=0

W

∑
x=0

MinpR(x,y)∈Ω

(pV (x,y)− pR (x,y)+D)

WH
(2)

Unlike classic PNSR, IV-PSNR considers a patch of ad-
jacent pixel quality metric evaluation instead of each
single pixel. In this respect, it less considers the corre-
sponding pixel shift in the objects’ edges and is insensi-
tive to the global color’s difference between the ground
truth and virtual view, which is suitable for immersive
video quality metric evaluation. Please refer to the ref-
erence [6] for more details.

3 LIDAR CALIBRATION AND REGIS-
TRATION

This section presents one of this paper’s main contribu-
tions to explain how to use LiDAR correctly. Multiple
camera calibration is requisite for adequately using the
LiDAR camera to capture test sequence or view synthe-
sis. The depth maps need to be aligned to their corre-
sponding color image since they are captured separately
from two sensors Figure 4.

The performance of such registration relies on the sen-
sor’s intrinsic and extrinsic parameters accuracy. How-
ever, the default parameters provided by the Intel SDK
are too coarse to conform RVS’s particular requirement.
Hence, we have used Kalibr [8] [10] to calibrate the
LiDAR camera for getting more robust parameters of
sensors.

Calibration: Kalibr is a conventional calibration soft-
ware that supports multiple camera calibration with a
non-global field of view (do not restrict entire calibra-
tion target captured in each sensor). Its implementation
is relatively straightforward and outputs a detailed cal-
ibration statement to help users understand the calibra-
tion accuracy.

Figure 4: Intel L515 camera layout
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Calibration accuracy: (a) Distribution of de-
tected pixel of the depth sensor and the interval of its
related reprojection error.(b) Distribution of detected
pixel of the color sensor and the interval of its related
reprojection error.

We use a calibration pattern that is attached on a flat
glass. This is important to achieve the high accuracy
of calibration. According to the Kalibr’s output Fig-
ure 5 (a and b), the LiDAR’s depth sensor reprojec-
tion error is reduced to under ±0.5 pixel for the color
sensor and ±1 pixel for the depth sensor. Compared
with the uncalibrated registered depth maps (hereafter
LiDAR-UCRD), the calibrated registered depth maps
(hereafter LiDAR-CRD) have significantly impacted
the view synthesis’s quality (detailed discussion are in
section 4).

Depth Map Registration: We have performed the
depth registration process based on all calibration pa-
rameters. Nevertheless, it still has inevitable imper-
fections (Figure 6) even though camera calibration was
sufficiently precise.

Figure 6: LiDAR registered depth map. (a) Error area
above the cube. (b) Error area at the top of bear’s head

In Figure 6 (a), the black pixels are the typical artifacts
in registered depths. Depth sensor has a lower reso-

lution than the color sensor, which cause some miss-
ing pixels in calibrated and registered LiDAR (LiDAR-
CRD). Moreover, the color depth is located on top of
the depth sensor. When projecting back depth map cor-
responding 3D points to the color sensor, some pixels
information are missing since these specific pixels oc-
cluded in the depth sensor view.

In Figure 6 (b), the blank depth area in front of the
bear’s hat comes from the material’s absorption of the
light. LiDAR does not receive any reflected of a light
ray in this area, which leads to invalid depth informa-
tion.

Having LiDAR calibrated and registered, we can use its
depth map to synthesize virtual views by RVS.

4 EXPERIMENTS
We have used two different RVS (Figure 7 and Table
1). Figure 7(a) demonstrates using the four reference
images plus corresponding depth maps from 4 corners
(i.e., Mr(1,1), Mr(30,1), Mr(1,3), Mr(30,3)) of the
dataset to synthesize 15 different intermediate virtual
views (i.e., Mv(1,2) to Mv(15,2)) by RVS with a large
baseline-15cm. As illustrated in Figure 7(b),we used

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Experimental configuration using RVS

Table 1: Experimental configuration using RVS

RVS setup DERS/LiDAR Camera
No. of input (image+depth) 4

Color image resolution 1920x1080
Depth resolution 1920x1080
Large baseline 15cm
Small baseline 2cm
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RVS to synthesize the same virtual views but with a
small baseline of 2cm with the inputs selected orderly
from four adjacent reference images plus correspond-
ing depth maps. This process accordingly was repeated
with different depth maps DERS, LiDAR-UCRD, and
LiDAR-CRD. In our evaluation, we have combined ob-
jective evaluation by IV-PSNR and subjective evalua-
tion by examining the virtual views’ quality.

Objective Evaluation
LiDAR-UCRD vs. LiDAR-CRD: Figure 8 (a) and (b)
show the performance evaluation of the virtual view
quality with LiDAR CRD and LiDAR UCRD in IV-
PSNR, based on different baseline setup to RVS (Figure
7). The 15 virtual views (M(1−>15,2)) performance with
LiDAR-CRD (blue line) is slightly higher than with
LiDAR-UCRD (red line). Nevertheless, these gaps are
nearly negligible since IV-PSNR less sensible to pixel
shifting, and this can not show the quality improve-
ment by precise camera calibration. Therefore, we have
used subjective evaluation to approve the benefits of im-
proving virtual view quality with LiDAR-CRD, demon-
strated in the following subsection (Subjective Evalua-
tion).
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(a) Position of virtual view

IV
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LiDAR-UCRD
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Figure 8: IV-PSNR (virtual view), LiDAR-UCRD vs.
LiDAR-CRD. (a) Virtual views M((1−>15,2) (15cm BL);
(b) Virtual views M(1−>15,2) (2cm BL)

LiDAR-CRD vs. DERS: According to Figure 9 (a)
and (b) the virtual view synthesis using LiDAR CRD
M(1−>15,2) maintain at least 32.2dB with a large 15cm
baseline or 40dB with a small 2cm baseline in IV-PSNR
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(b) Position of virtual view

LiDAR-CRD
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Figure 9: IV-PSNR (virtual view), LiDAR-CRD vs.
DERS. (a): Virtual views M(1−>15,2) (15cm BL); (b):
Virtual views M(1−>15,2) (2cm BL)

are acceptable values. Compared with the DERS-based
(green line) virtual views, the latter outperforms about
4dB.
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Figure 10: IV-PSNR (virtual view), LiDAR-CRD vs.
DERS: For viewpoint M(8,2), when the baseline dis-
tance among reference views varies

Figure 10 shows the virtual views’ with DERS and
LiDAR-CRD given a viewpoint at M(8,2), while the
baseline distance for the references images are var-
ied. For one dedicated intermediate virtual view M(8,2),
DERS-based virtual view has a constant superiority in
IV-PSNR than LiDAR-based virtual view.

Subjective Evaluation
Referring to the objective measures presented above,
we cannot fully conclude precisely. To have a bet-
ter understanding of the advantages and disadvantages
of LiDAR vs. DERS, in the following, we compare
them subjectively and report their computational per-
formances.

Figure 11(1th row) demonstrates one of ground-truth
(original image) and outputs of RVS based on three dif-
ferent depth maps of DERS, LiDAR UCRD, LiDAR
CRD. We have used the error map Figure 11(3rd row) to
better demonstrate the differences between each virtual
view and the ground truth. In the error map, brighter
pixel color means a more significant error; and vice
versa.

LiDAR-UCRD vs. LiDAR-CRD: Fig, 11(c), (d)
and (4th row) show that the virtual view quality with
LiDAR CRD significantly better than with LiDAR-
UCRD. Thanks to the precise calibration and the
accurate depth registration, the virtual view has fewer
pixels shifting in the objects.

LiDAR-CRD vs. DERS: The error map of Figure
11(3rd row) shows the main reason for higher IV-
PSNR in DERS compared to LiDAR-CRD. LiDAR
camera suffers from the typical weakness in boundary
scanning. The LiDAR CRD-based view virtual has
some objects with border shrinking according to Figure
11((b), (d), in the first two columns of 4th row). Fol-
lowing three reasons can explain these differences: 1)
The excessive incident Angle of the laser: Too wide
intersection angle between the incident and reflected
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 11: Subjective evaluation: (a) Ground-Truth, for column (b), (c) and (d), the first-row is DERS-based
virtual view, second-row is LiDAR-UCRD-based virtual view, third-row is LiDAR-UCRD-based virtual view and
the other rows are magnified regions and corresponding error maps.

ray that hampers LiDAR camera to get receiving
echoes properly. 2) Registered depth map occlusion:
The occlusion problem of depth registration, which is
vertically shifted in this LiDAR. 3) Laser interference:
The superfluousness of depth scanning among complex
structural scenes, echoes interfere with each other at
the high multi-reflection area. This interference brings
some errors into depth information measurement.

However, DERS also has its vulnerability. Its perfor-
mance is usually worse in low texture areas because its
cost matching step relies on changing pixel value inten-
sity. Low texture areas make cost matching difficult that
prominently affects DERS output accuracy. Due to this
flaw, the DERS-based view has some objects with pix-
els shifting. In contrast, LiDAR cameras do not suffer
from getting wrong depth information in low texture ar-
eas as they benefit from its active acquisition attribute.
The differences shown in Figure 11((b), (d), 5th row)

Last but no least, we compare the computation perfor-
mance required for acquiring depth by LiDAR and esti-

Table 2: Comparison of the computation costs between
DERS and LiDAR

PC Configuration i9-10900X, 64GB Ram
DERS LIDAR

CPU usage 90% 6% ∼ 30%
Ram usage 12GB 250Mb

Processing time 4.1 mins Real time (30fps)

mating by DERS. DERS requires extremely high com-
putational resources than the LiDAR according to the
Table 2. The run time easily reaches around 4minutes
to estimate one depth map with a high-class PC. There-
fore, it is generally not possible to use DERS for a real-
time DIBR system purpose.

5 CONCLUSION
Using the accurately calibrated and precisely registered
depth maps of the Intel Realsense LiDAR camera can
output sufficiently good virtual views by RVS. When
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compared with the DERS-based virtual views, the lat-
ter outperforms the former objectively in IV-PSNR.
We have subjectively observed that DERS only outper-
forms LiDAR in border areas. LiDAR camera’s depth
maps have better performance than DERS in low tex-
ture with no border area. Both DERS and the LiDAR
camera’s depth maps have a similar performance in
high texture with no border area. Therefore, overall,
the LiDAR camera’s depth maps showed a substantial
trade-off to DERS in virtual view quality subjectively.
Moreover, DERS requires remarkably high computa-
tional resources, and its processing run time is relatively
long, up to several minutes per depth map estimation.
In contrast, using the LiDAR camera, without any com-
putational cost, can achieve an acceptable trade-off in
subjective quality in comparison with DERS. There-
fore, we recommend the RGB-D camera such as Li-
DAR for real-time DIBR application purposes.
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